
 

Important Use and Care Instructions  

Improper placement or use of this Oven liner may cause permanent damage to your oven. Please read these 
instructions carefully prior to using the oven liner. 

CAUTION  
• Failure to use the oven liner as directed could damage your oven 
• DO NOT use directly on oven element or open flame. 
• DO NOT use above 500° F (240° C) 
• DO NOT use self-clean mode with oven liner in oven – remove it first 
• Clean the oven liner regularly – do not allow cooking fats or oils to build up 
• DO NOT cover or block any holes inside the oven – covering holes could create unsafe carbon monoxide levels  
• DO NOT use in conjunction with aluminum foil.  

PROPER PLACEMENT FOR ELECTRIC OVENS  

Place oven liner on the oven floor or on the bottom wire rack. If your oven has a hidden heating element place 
oven liner on the bottom wire rack. If placing on the bottom wire rack, you may place baking dishes and pans 
directly on the oven liner’s surface. If the oven liner is larger than the oven rack, the oven liner should be 
trimmed (with a regular pair of household scissors) to fit within the perimeters of the oven rack. For optimum 
circulation, the oven liner should not touch the walls or door of the oven.  

PROPER PLACEMENT FOR CONVECTION OVENS  

Place oven liner on the bottom wire rack NOT on the floor of the oven. Our oven liners are safe to use in 
convection ovens and for optimum circulation, please ensure that you trim the oven liner so that there is 
between 1 and 2 inches between all sides of the oven liner and the walls (and door) of the oven. You may place 
baking dishes and pans directly on the oven liner’s surface.  

PROPER PLACEMENT FOR GAS OVENS  

Place oven liner on the bottom wire rack NOT on the floor of the oven. You may place baking dishes and pans 
directly on the oven liner’s surface. If the oven liner is larger than the oven rack, the oven liner should be 
trimmed (with a regular pair of household scissors) to fit within the perimeters of the oven rack. For optimum 
circulation, the oven liner should not touch the walls or door of the oven.  

DO NOT cover or block any holes inside the oven.  

Care and Cleaning  

It is important to clean the oven liner regularly. Do not allow cooking fats or oils to build up on the surface of the 
oven liner. YHK oven liners are dishwasher safe or can be washed in warm soapy water. Wipe dry with a soft 
cloth. To preserve the nonstick qualities, do not fold the Ovenliner of use abrasive cleaners or sharp 
implements. After use some discoloration may occur but will not affect performance.  

For Bird Owners  

The Avian community has expressed concern regarding nonstick coated materials and their impact on birds. 
Published scientific tests have not revealed any dangers, however as a socially responsible company we do not 
recommend our oven liners for those who keep pet birds in the house. Severe cooking fumes, smoke, odors and 
misuse of nonstick coated cooking products can potentially cause damage to the health of pet birds.  


